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Abstract

Background: A major problem patients encounter when reading about health related issues is document
interpretation, which limits reading comprehension and therefore negatively impacts health care. Currently,
searching for medical definitions from an external source is time consuming, distracting, and negatively impacts
reading comprehension and memory of the material.

Methods: SciReader was built as a Java application with a Flex-based front-end client. The dictionary used by
SciReader was built by consolidating data from several sources and generating new definitions with a standardized
syntax. The application was evaluated by measuring the percentage of words defined in different documents.
A survey was used to test the perceived effect of SciReader on reading time and comprehension.

Results: We present SciReader, a web-application that simplifies document interpretation by allowing users to
instantaneously view medical, English, and scientific definitions as they read any document. This tool reveals the
definitions of any selected word in a small frame at the top of the application. SciReader relies on a dictionary of
~750,000 unique Biomedical and English word definitions. Evaluation of the application shows that it maps ~98%
of words in several different types of documents and that most users tested in a survey indicate that the
application decreases reading time and increases comprehension.

Conclusions: SciReader is a web application useful for reading medical and scientific documents. The program
makes jargon-laden content more accessible to patients, educators, health care professionals, and the general
public.

Background
While 99% of people in the United States are considered
literate, current estimates indicate that only 17% - 28%
have a basic science literacy and only about 150 million
people are what doctors consider medically literate
[1-4]. Low scientific and medical literacy renders medi-
cal documentation difficult to read and impacts the
health care system. Studies link low medical literacy to
poor health status, lower self-reporting of medical con-
ditions, lower compliance with doctor’s directions,
increased rates of hospitalization, and increased health
care costs [1]. Medical literacy is partially hindered by
the large medical vocabulary, which far exceeds the
knowledge boundaries of most people.

Major initiatives in the United States have yielded a
modest increase in literacy by about 15% since the 1980s
[1-4]. However, the average American is still not consid-
ered scientifically literate. There are now several types of
tools that facilitate literacy. Web browsers provide access
to millions of documents by anyone with internet access
and digital document readers focus on user-friendly pre-
sentation of many types of documents. One remaining
limitation is the problem of document interpretation. This
is true especially in health care where the highly technical
terminology often obscures comprehension, and limits
understanding to all but a small group of experts.
Readers tend to invoke three general strategies while

reading a jargon-rich medical or scientific document.
First, the reader may opt to ignore the unknown word
altogether. Although this may decrease reading time, it
by no means aids in understanding. The second strategy
is to infer the meaning of the unknown word from the
surrounding text, which is an inexact and error-prone
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approach. Finally, a person may decide to consult an
outside source such as a dictionary. This strategy tends
to be time consuming and can negatively impact reading
comprehension and memory of the material [5].
A literary tool that simplifies interpretation would

make jargon-laden content more accessible to patients,
educators, health care professionals, as well as the gen-
eral public. To address this problem, we have built SciR-
eader, a open access web-application that allows users
to instantaneously view English, medical, and scientific
word definitions as they read any document. This tool
reveals the definitions of any selected word in small
frame at the top of the application.

Implementation
Application and Database Design
The SciReader web server was coded in Java with a Flex-
based front end client, which requires the commonly
used Flash plug-in. Our initial implementation of SciR-
eader relies on a dictionary of ~750,000 unique Medical,
Biological, and English word definitions. The vocabulary
was derived by consolidating data from several sources

including WordNet [6], Open Biomedical Ontologies
[7], NCI thesaurus [8], Medical Subject Headings [9],
and the Gene Ontology [10]. Additional word definitions
for numerous protein and genes in RefSeq were gener-
ated in a standardized syntax using functions from the
Gene Ontology [10,11]. These vocabularies were imple-
mented in a MySQL database. The number of word
definitions in these sources is shown in Figure 1. SciRea-
der can be readily extended to include scientific voca-
bularies from any other field.

Word Search Algorithm
When a user clicks a word in the “Reading Area” the
following occurs:
1. Both the clicked word and the sentence the word

belongs to are sent to the server.
2. The server then creates a list of possible word phrases

by performing a database search for the following words:

a. The selected word.
b. Words that end with the selected word.
c. Words that begin with the selected word.

Figure 1 SciReader vocabulary and user interface. Image of the SciReader user interface. The top frame displays definitions that are revealed
when any word ("diverticulitis” in this case) is selected in the bottom document window. The vocabulary search bar is signified by a magnifying
glass. The right frame shows results retrieved from a Google image search for the selected word. A overlaid Pie graph shows the number of
unique definitions in sources of the SciReader vocabulary. NCIt = National Cancer Institute thesaurus, MeSH = Medical Subject Headings, GO =
Gene Ontology; SPGD = standardized protein and gene definitions.
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*In order to cull the results returned, when possible,
the server will use both the selected word and a word to
the right and/or left.
3. Once this set of words is found the longest word

phrase length is determined by selecting the longest
word phrase length of all the returned word phrases
(the word phrase length is returned with the database
search for each word phrase).
4. Using the longest word length, a set of word

phrases is generated from the sentence by creating all
possible word phrases that are at most the length of the
longest word phrase length returned from #3.
5. Each word generated from #4 is then matched against

the possible word list generated from #2 and the definitions
for each matching word are sent back to the client user.
6. The definitions for each word phrase found in the

sentence are shown to the user.

Client Trial
In order to gauge the effectiveness and usability of SciR-
eader, 105 students in a introductory college biology
class (Biology 100 at UNLV) were provided access to
the SciReader application and asked to answer a couple
of survey questions. The subjects were provided access
for ~1 month to seven chapters in their biology text-
book in the SciReader application. Two different survey
questions were related to reading comprehension and
reading time. Students were asked to respond to the fol-
lowing statements: “I think that using SciReader while
reading my science textbook decreased the time it took
for me to read.” and “I think that using SciReader
improved my understanding of the material I read.”.
Students selected responses from a 5-point Likert scale
with 1 = strongly agree, 2 = agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = dis-
agree, 5 = strongly disagree. An average score was calcu-
lated and used as a metric to measure the perceived
effectiveness of SciReader. It is important to note that a
lower score correspond to a readers agreement with the
statement. The survey protocol was approved by the
UNLV Social/Behavioural Institutional Review Board
(IRB protocol number: 1007-3529M).

Results
Application Design
The view of the SciReader user interface shown in
Figure 1 contains a small dynamic window frame that
displays multiple definitions and a window showing the
uploaded text. The application accepts text input from a
third window that disappears after text is loaded. Defini-
tions are displayed when any word is selected with a
mouse click.
SciReader has a number of basic features that facilitate

ease-of-use. In addition to single word definitions, SciR-
eader scans sentences to identify compound word
phrases. When a word is selected, multiple definitions
are returned with their database source and associated
part of speech, if known. Importantly, for reading high-
level content, the definitions of words within the defini-
tion window can be identified by selecting the word.
Since many definitions may still be too complicated for
users with poor literacy, SciReader provides links to arti-
cles about a selected word from Wikipedia, Wiktionary,
WebMD, MedScape, Google, and The Free Dictionary.
Furthermore, a link to images for the word is also
accessed through the application. These links provide
additional depth should the definitions provided prove
insufficient for comprehension. The application search
bar can also be used as a medical or biological diction-
ary to retrieve the definition of individual words.

Database Word Mapping Efficiency
To determine the efficiency of word mapping in SciRea-
der we loaded several scientific documents of similar
length written for readers with varying levels of expertise.
Results from analysis of a typical newspaper article, col-
lege level textbook, and biological journal article demon-
strated that 98 ± 1% (n = 3) of all words are mapped with
at least one definition; proper nouns were not included
in this calculation (Table 1). To facilitate construction of
a more comprehensive vocabulary, when a client selects a
word for which there is no definition in the SciReader
database, the word is recorded to a database table so that
definitions can be added in the future.

Table 1 Evaluation of word mapping in SciReader

Document #
words

# word with
definitions

Percent with
definitions

Judge Invalidates Human Gene Patent., J. Schwartz and A Pollack, The New York Times March 29,
2010.

772 768 100

WormBook, The Online Review of C. elegans Biology., The C. elegans M. Chalfie and Research
Community, editors, Pasadena (CA): WormBook; 2005, Chapter 5.1.

761 744 98

Vyas J, Gryk MR, and Schiller. (2009). Venn, a tool for titrating sequence conservation onto protein
structures. Nucleic Acids Res. 37, e124. (results section) [23]

800 781 98

Average 778 764 98 ± 1
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Survey
We surveyed 105 college students to determine if SciR-
eader helped address problems in science/medical lit-
eracy (Table 2). Entry-level college students were chosen
because these individuals have only been exposed to a
high-school level of biology vocabulary. The students
were provided access to seven chapters in an introduc-
tory level college biology text book and then asked to
respond to whether SciReader helped reduce reading
time or increased reading comprehension; two problems
that are associated with poor scientific literacy [2]. Stu-
dent selected their responses from a 5-point Likert scale
indicating different levels of agreement with the state-
ments provided (Table 2). Scores for the survey data are
provided in Additional file 1. The opinion of SciReader
users showed an average score of 2.4 with 50% of users
indicating that the application reduced the time needed
to read the chapters. A score of 2.0 was observed for
increased reading comprehension where 76% of users
thought that the application helped them better under-
stand the chapter. These results indicate that SciReader
is a tool that is perceived to be beneficial for reading
technical content by the majority of users.

Discussion
Low medical and scientific literacy is a longstanding
problem dating back to the late 1950s [12]. Most publi-
cations in these fields are focused upon identifying the
problem [13-17], measuring literacy [18,19], and asses-
sing its impact on health care or education [20,21].
However, reports on progress toward improving literacy
are generally limited. One example is the Medline Plus
Kiosk, a community outreach project aimed at increas-
ing medical literacy by presenting people with easy to
comprehend medical information [22]. To further medi-
cal literacy we report the construction of SciReader, a
new computational tool that can be used synergistically
with internet applications. SciReader allows people to
read medical content and obtain word definitions in the
same view as the document being read.
SciReader is a unique tool that automates the tedious

process of searching for, and evaluating scientific and
medical terminology during the reading process. SciRea-
der integrates a number of important text-based func-
tions found in existing online dictionaries and ontologies,
as well as search engines. A number of dictionaries and
ontologies, which currently exist as separate sources are

now accessible in a single search through the search
engine embedded in SciReader. Typical content searches
for images and detailed articles, normally performed with
a search engine, are now coupled to selection of any
word in SciReader. SciReader returns a series of related
images from a Google search and also loads links to the
Wikipedia encyclopedia and to articles from the WebMD
and Medscape knowledgebases.
All of these functions can be accomplished without SciR-

eader; however, integrating these tools into a unified view
may have distinct advantages not realized in the separate
applications by themselves. The recondite nature of scien-
tific and medical content requires many readers to repeti-
tively shift their train of thought and research the
meanings of words. Not only is this a deterrent, but also
negatively impacts, reading time, comprehension, and
memory of the material read [5]. SciReader provides on
the spot definitions and images for most words in a medi-
cal document. Even if the definition provided by SciReader
does not help the reader, the search retrieves the images
and links that a reader would normally pursue in the next
attempts to ascertain comprehension.
One limitation in SciReader is that some of the defini-

tions may be too complicated for a person with poor lit-
eracy to understand. In this situation, where more
information is required, links to a WebMD, Wikipedia, or
Wiktionary article and images about the topic are pro-
vided. Alternatively, a user can use Google. While these are
not perfect solutions, they will facilitate learning more
about the unknown word. Nevertheless, SciReader is a
computational reading tool that can be used in conjunction
with other web tools to promote medical/scientific literacy.

Conclusions
In summary, SciReader can be used to assist with inter-
preting medical documents for medical professionals
and non-experts such as medical students, patients, and
the general public. The application has the potential to
improve health care by increasing their comprehension
of medical and/or scientific literature so that patients
can better understand their ailments and treatments.

Availability and requirements
• Project name: SciReader
• Project home page: http://scireader.bio-toolkit.
com
• Operating system: Platform independent

Table 2 Survey responses to SciReader

Question Strongly Agree (1) Agree (2) Neutral (3) Disagree (4) Strongly Disagree (5) Average Opinion

Decreased reading time 18.1% 32.4% 37.1% 11.4% 1.0% 2.4

Increased comprehension 23.8% 52.4% 21.9% 1.0% 1.0% 2.0

This table summarizes the responses of 105 individuals with a high school education.

The 5-point Likert scale is described in methods, scores are indicated in parentheses.
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• Programming Language: Java, Flex
• Other requirements: Flash plug-in
• License: Free for academic use
• Any restriction to use by non-academics: License
required

Additional material

Additional File 1: excel, SciReader Survey Data, This excel file
contains the 5-point Likert scale data for the students surveyed.
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